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Abstract

Most recommender systems found on the web are server-based and centralised. However, it can be difficult to maintain the responsiveness with this approach when there are large numbers of concurrent users. This paper describes an alternative distributed approach where major parts of the recommender system are implemented in scripts run by the user’s client system. This client side approach ensures consistent responsiveness and supports the possibility of privacy-preserving recommender systems. The advantages and limitations of the approach are discussed, suitable algorithms are proposed and an open source implementation is described with example applications.

This document is an extended version of a demonstration paper presented at RecSys 2013 [1].
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1 Introduction

Our previous work involving a user centric study of recommender systems [2] indicated that users valued the ability to explicitly influence the behaviour of recommender systems. This encouraged us to pursue research on conversational recommender systems where users are able to steer the recommendations to suit their current mood and interests. Supporting this degree of interaction increases the work required by the recommender system. However, to provide a satisfactory user experience it needs to remain responsive. This led us to explore the feasibility of a client-side approach which could provide low latency whilst supporting many concurrent users.

Previous work adopting a client-side approach has primarily employed content-based filtering using locally recorded user preference data [3, 4]. In our alternative approach the client utilizes a downloaded recommender model which allows the use of either content-based or collaborative filtering.

The flowchart in Figure 1 shows the sequence of tasks required in a typical recommender system. In most web-based systems all tasks except the presentation task are implemented by the server.

![Diagram of recommender system tasks]

Figure 1. Recommender system tasks

This has two consequences:

1. The processing load on the server rises with the number of concurrent users.
2. The responsiveness of the system is limited by the round-trip delay between the client and the server.

In the proposed client-side approach all tasks except the training task are implemented on the client system using two components downloaded from the server:

1. A recommender model, which is trained and rebuilt at periodic intervals by the server.
2. A recommender engine which implements prediction, ranking and filtering.
Since both of these components are static files, which can be cached, the approach is easily scalable to large numbers of users. The recommender system is also easier to manage and deploy as the complexity and processing requirements of the server are reduced. The responsiveness becomes independent of the load on the server and the round-trip delay to the server is eliminated.

This client-side approach raises the possibility of privacy-preserving recommender systems where the user can choose to retain all personal data on the client. It also allows personalised recommendations to be provided in unidirectional broadcast systems, where no return path is available.

In the remainder of this white paper we discuss the potential scope of the client-side approach and suggest suitable algorithms. We then present an example implementation and some applications with quantitative and qualitative evaluations.

2 Potential Scope

Although it is possible to conceive of client-side recommender systems where some personal elements are delivered by the server (e.g. user preference data or user factors) this paper will consider the case where only non-personalised data is required. However, this doesn’t preclude the possibility that some user data is stored on the server and used for training purposes.

Theoretically, any algorithm which supports the incremental addition of new users and their feedback would be suitable. However, the client-side approach is only practical if the recommender model is of a suitable size for clients to download. This may prohibit the use of some algorithms or prevent their use in applications where there are a large number of recommendable items, since models generally scale with the number of items.

Consideration must also be given to the fact that the recommender model would be in the public domain and whether it contains any sensitive data.

2.1 Memory-based Algorithms

Memory-based algorithms such as Item-based k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) algorithms [5] are practical candidates for this approach as the required client-side components are simple to implement.

Prediction can be done on the client-system using the user’s locally recorded user feedback data and a downloaded k-NN model. The justification for not retraining the model, in collaborative filtering variants, is that the absence of a single user’s feedback is unlikely to have a significant effect on a model built using a large number of users.

2.2 Model-based Algorithms

Model-based algorithms which support the incremental addition of new users and feedback are also suitable candidates for the client-side approach (e.g. BPR-MF [6]). In this case the server need only deliver the item factors from the model and a set of user factors can be created on the client system by incremental training using locally recorded feedback. The factors can then be used for prediction in the normal way.

3 Example Implementation

The context of our work is an online TV and radio catch-up service where programmes are available on demand for 7 days after broadcast. In this application the number of programmes available at any one time is relatively small so the client-side approach is very practical.

For our initial implementation we have focused on Item-based k-NN algorithms since these provide reasonable performance even for users with low amounts of feedback. The recommender model in these algorithms is a sparse correlation matrix which lists the nearest neighbors for each item (and their weights for some algorithms) and the overall size of the model scales linearly with the number of items.
The theoretical performance of a number of these algorithms was evaluated in our application context using the MyMediaLite Recommender System Library [7]. Positive-only training data in the form of user-programme viewings was obtained from our media server logs for all the programmes available at a specific time. All viewings that followed, up to the end of each programme's 7-day availability window, were used as test data. To avoid false positives, short viewings lasting less than a pre-set threshold duration were ignored, based on the observation that the drop-off rate of viewings is initially high but then falls to a lower, more consistent rate. The characteristics of the datasets are listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Training data</th>
<th>Test data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>3,056,160</td>
<td>1,289,779</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programmes</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viewings</td>
<td>14,113,357</td>
<td>4,048,830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Characteristics of the evaluation data

Predicted rankings derived using the training data were compared against the test data to determine the Area under the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curve (AUC) ranking accuracy [8] for several collaborative filtering and content-based algorithms. All the algorithms used Cosine Similarity for correlation.

The collaborative filtering algorithms included Item k-NN with (WI) and without (I) using the nearest neighbor weights for prediction. The content-based algorithms included Item Attribute k-NN with (WIA) and without (IA) using the nearest neighbor weights for prediction. The content-based algorithms used binary programme attributes such as genre, format, people, locations and subjects as used in our online programme guide.

The evaluation results are shown in Figure 2. It can be seen that the weighted versions of the algorithms achieve better performance particularly for high values of k. However, this is at the expense of increased model size, since they require a weight value for each nearest neighbor.

Figure 2. AUC against k value for a selection of Item based k-NN algorithms
When using the content-based algorithms it was observed that many programmes would share the same discrete prediction values because of the limited set of binary attributes available to compare between programmes. There was therefore no way to rank these programmes with respect to each other and the qualitative and subjective performance of these algorithms was found to be poor. An effective solution was to rank each subset of the programmes, which shared the same prediction value, by programme popularity (i.e. total number of viewings). The resulting hybrid Weighted Item Attribute k-NN and Popularity (WIA-P) algorithm achieved a significantly better theoretical and subjective performance.

On the basis of these results we selected the WI algorithm and the hybrid WIA-P algorithm for evaluation in our prototype implementation. We choose a k value of 20 as this gave a good compromise between performance and the model size, which rises linearly with k.

In our prototype implementation the recommender model is embedded in a JavaScript file. This file also carries some basic metadata for each programme (e.g. title, locator and genre) which is provided for filtering and presentation purposes. The weighted model size is typically around 120 KB including the metadata. However the size could be reduced substantially by using a binary format.

The recommender engine is also implemented in JavaScript. It accepts positive and negative binary preferences expressed by the user, as this matches the requirements of our applications but it could be adapted to other rating schemes. When no user feedback is available the rankings of programmes is determined by a pre-set order in the model file. In our implementation this order is determined by programme popularity but it could be set editorially to promote specific programmes. The recommendations can be filtered by genre or media type (i.e. TV or radio) and are typically produced in around 20 milliseconds.

In subjective evaluations the collaborative filtering WI algorithm appeared to produce more interesting recommendations with greater perceived variety than the content-based WIA-P algorithm, which has a tendency to recommend programmes in one or two predominant genres. For this reason we introduced a genre-diversity post-filter for this algorithm which adjusts the rankings to ensure that the same genre does not occur more than once in three consecutive recommendations.

An open source implementation of this recommender engine is available with guidance and tools for producing the required model files.

4 Example Applications

Two prototype applications have been developed using the client-side recommender. In both cases all user feedback is captured during each individual user session. However, locally stored user feedback accumulated over multiple sessions could also be used.

4.1 Drag and Drop Recommender

The first application is a TV and radio programme recommender system designed for tablets and personal computers. It provides a simple drag-and-drop user interface as shown in Figure 3.

Users are presented with a scrollable list of programme recommendations which they can filter by genre and media type. The initial ordering of the list is determined by the overall popularity of each programme. The user is able to express explicit preferences by dragging individual programmes into "like" and "dislike" boxes positioned below. These preferences are immediately used by the client-side recommender to re-rank the programmes and refresh the recommendation list.

Initially, the application was implemented using a server-based recommender system and there was a noticeable and variable lag between each user input and the refresh process. With the client-side approach the delay is imperceptible.

---

2. [http://sibyl.prototyping.bbc.co.uk/](http://sibyl.prototyping.bbc.co.uk/)
The application was evaluated in user trials initially using the hybrid WIA-P algorithm (40 users) and more recently using the WI algorithm (22 users). The users were asked whether the recommender provides good recommendations using a 5-level Likert scale. The percentage of users giving each response is shown in Figure 4 for both algorithms. It can be seen that there is a reasonable consensus that the recommender is producing good recommendations for both algorithms but this consensus is stronger for the WI algorithm, with no users disagreeing. We considered the performance of both algorithms to be satisfactory for this application. When asked 80% of the users agreed that the recommender system provided a useful service.

Figure 4. User responses to the statement that the recommender provides good recommendations

![Figure 3. Drag-and-drop recommender system](image-url)
4.2 ViSTA-TV Clip-based Recommender

The second application is a TV programme recommender system which provides a continuous sequence of programme clips. The user can either skip or add each programme to their playlist for later consumption. These two user actions are interpreted as negative and positive user feedback respectively. The recommender engine uses this implicit user feedback to update the ranking of the clips and select the next clip to be presented. The mobile version of this application is shown in Figure 5 and will be evaluated in a future user trial.

![Figure 5. Clip-based recommender system](image)

In the present implementation the programme clips are streamed by the server. However, the clips could also be downloaded, allowing the application to function when the user is offline. This offline capability would only be possible with a client-side recommender.

This application was developed within the ViSTA-TV EU-funded collaborative research project. The main goal of the project is to develop a stream processing engine which is able to complete a real-time analysis of IPTV viewing data and media content. The statistical viewing data and extracted media features will be used to provide recommender models at an earlier and more timely stage than is feasible with a non-real-time approach.

5 Conclusions

An alternative, client-side approach to the implementation of web-based recommender systems has been presented which can be used to create highly responsive and easily scalable systems. The approach has been shown to be effective in conversational recommender systems, which require a high degree of interaction with the user and enables the possibility of privacy-preserving recommender systems. The approach has been shown to work effectively using Item-based k-NN algorithms but theoretically could also be applied using model-based algorithms.
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